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1. INTRODUCTION  

In the previous article, "New discoveries in technology to disinfect living COVID-19 viruses from the inside Human Cells, 

Issue-4 | April, 2023", it listed some breakthroughs in the new technology of fighting against COVID-19 virus spread, 

mentioned that "the problem of the Covid19 virus having its own self-driving energy." In today's paper, some more details 

will be revealed with those breakthroughs.  

  

During the year 2019-2022, the world is experiencing unprecedented massive invasion of the COVID-19 virus. However, 

the scientific and technological progress accumulated in the past centuries seem respond very weakly. The overly 

dependence upon the specious vaccine strategy seems to be a mistake. It seems that that human war to against novice virus 

is just a weak defensive one but also a failing one. Can the world ever be able to launch an offensive one at all in the 

foreseeable future? This year, some weak responding voices are still can be heard by hearing some laments from world-

renowned prophets that: human being may well be coexist with the Virus forever.   

  

A professional team (here in this paper, they are called “the Team” in short) whose educational background are primarily 

focus on Electronic Communication Technology, although who also specialized in a basket of wide range of scientific 

and technological knowledge and skills, featuring interdisciplinary research of "Biophysics, Microbiology, Asian 

Energy Theory, as well as Bio-information Technology, Electronic Communication Technology etc. Who did a silent 

research and development to a level that the can challenging the main stream medical or biological societies. They 

way they have had adopted and implemented are not only eye-opening, but some days be overwhelmingly validated 

and approved, it will generate some buzz which will be never be ignored.  

  

With the team has been spent more than 10 years of successful trucking records of research and developments, they 

decided to put their strength embark on this Covid-19 endemic global public health crisis, and a possibility of applying 

advanced Electrical Informational Technology to tap unknowns in the areas of fighting against the endless wide-spread 

Covid-19 virus epidemics, it may well be noticed.  

  

And even if to looking back on their entire journey, not to mention the fact that tremendous hard working and even 

hardship have been involved. Their final conclusions and the ramifications will beyond the common regular admiration. 

And to surprised enough the start of their journey was actually started with a guess that, the Virus species are just like 

electrical products d or even many life science products, will be equally equipped a “Energetic Capability) with which to 

be observed, quantified and even controllable, thus will push greatly to the Human’s capability of killing the Virus alive 

while inside the human body.          

  

2. A brief review of the theories of Energy.   

A brief review of Albert Einstein Energy Formula.  

Einstein's energy formula is also called Einstein energy equation, its expression is △ E= △m）c². E represents energy, m 

represents mass, and c represents the speed of light (a constant). Although it looks simply but a very powerful ones, which 

reveals the permanent energy relationship between the energy principle and the weighted matter.  

  

Not only Einstein's energy theory was having an era-breaking significance in physics the last century, but also Einstein's 

personal approaches in dealing with serious scientific research giving strength when the Team was facing pressures and 

difficulties.   

  

3. The Life Energy Definition and its complexity.  

As time enters the 21st century, life sciences have been developed rapidly. Many phenomena require more precise 

scientific explanations. For instance, life energy also includes complex phenomena such as life cycle, photosynthesis, and 

the mutual growth and decline between different substances.  

  

Unlike materials world, the composition of biological energy is not a pure matter, but different forces or components co-

exist within the biological energy, which involved interactions between or among each other. As Johan Gamper 

(Axiomathes (2021) 31:497–506) pointed out, in a biologic world, an appeared simple matter may can be decomposed 

into different energies. For example, "Bio-Energy" seems more specifically related to some chemical energy, such as 

"Metabolism".   

  

Traditional biology tends to regard "nutrients (carbohydrates/esters/proteins) + oxygen" as the energy source of cells. It is 

believed that cells are of miniature biochemical factories, any energy required by cells can be directly produced there. So, 

all living organisms need energy, and microorganisms are no exception. However, the structure of the Covid-19 virus is 

so simple that no mitochondria and biological enzymes there, and still nutrients are need to supplement its function, and 

thus its life. The issues then become where does the energy required to supply the Virus survival come from?  

  

This question became the key for the Team to start. This Team features a background of a strong Electronic 

Communication Technology (ECT) but a strong mix with cross-technological tendency. They decided to explore the 

unknowns by applying their ECT advantage in the field of Micro-Biology, or more specifically the Covid-19 virus world. 
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They tend to regard the term sometimes people give electronic products in general the nickname "silicon-based life" 

because of their common denominator: power; whereas the carbohydrate-based "carbon-based civilization" referred to for 

cells-based world including microorganisms such as bacteria, viruses, fungi, etc.   

  

The Team was fascinated by the fact that if the tiny things like Virus are also have with perspective to its "Energy System", 

thus people can determine how to deal with it. This issue became a driving force pushing them to work.  

  

3. The Electronic Communication Technology Laboratory (ECTL, the “Blackbox”)   

Any real work will need its appropriate tools set to begin with. For their research, the Team need a better tool set. So, they 

set off with the move of design and establishing a multidisciplinary experimental environment which can fully utilized by 

the ECT, plus their comfortable multi-disciplinary knowledge and experiences. This key of the tool set was a so called 

“Blackbox”, which referred as a closed experimental environment with which the entire process of how the Covid-19 

virus is invading the human body can be simulated   

  

During the period of 2020~2023 when the Covid-19 virus was rampant, the Team also had some real experiences such as 

in Thailand, they can apply the Team’s own product of (he “Covid19 Plasters”) on to some infected patients, and were 

with good results. Accompanied by some large clinical treatments undertaken in other countries were cross validated by 

the approach initiated by the Blackbox research.  

  

4. Exploring the Possibility of Establishing a Direct Electronic Communication Channels (DECC) between human 

and the “Covid-19 Virus Energy System (CVES)”.  

a)  The DECC and CVES are the key of communication bridge between human and the Virus. Please make no mistake 

here that what we are really talking about is the actual direct communication channel between people and the CVES. 

This crazy idea is only nothing but the act of scientific movies, in real world, that will the instance to become people’s 

call for having “Mental Problem."  

  

The Covid-19 Virus is so tiny in size with only nanoscale measurement, only the most powerful observation electron 

microscope in the world, the TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) can be used to view them roughly. But the Team 

was building a connection for the possibility to observe them, and even to become communicate with them.  

  

 Early exploratory analysis revealed the fact that even the population of the Virus were humongous as their grouping size, 

but the biological signal waves the grouping generated were so mixed and intertwined, making it effort to extract any 

meaningful data were totally impossible.   

  

b). Searching for the Communication Carrier Wave (CCW).   

Some early obstacles including on how to pick the right "wave carrier" as the vehicle to bear the possibility for 

communicating between people and the Virus. The Team then was exposed by way too many different types of electron 

waves to choose from, and many wave spectrum are too broad to be chosen from and to fit to be the right carrier for the 

DECC. Issues arisen and many different challenges follow which all be faced by the Team.  

  

Later, the Team came across a special magnetic wave called “Natural Magnetic Waves” (NMW) from vast number of 

different options. This wave type has strong characteristics of unobstructed air propagation, and also it is abundantly 

existing in the nature, and above all it is very safe to be used by human being and they are very reliable. Although these 

waves are also bearing with apparently weakness as while they are in the natural state, they are quite disordered (pure 

energy waves like infrared heaters). In other words, these characteristics are calling for the Team to do “Electric Re-

Ordering”, a special electric particle transformation mechanism only the experts in the industry can perform.  

  

The transformation requires the so-called rearrangement of the electrons of magnetized microscopic particles. It also 

requires infused with advanced "Information Encoding Technology" （IET）process so to change the original disordered 

state into more an ordered one so that it can be emitted according to some more specific target.   

  

At last, the Team had achieved a "zero" breakthrough with the encoding technology. The synthetic wave becomes a brand-

new artificial Information Energy Wave (IEW）become a mixed "Energy + Information New Waves (EINW)”.  

 

With that helps, a brand new but never be heard of a so-called Man-Virus communication channel slowly to take shape, 

which is a real “Magnetic Waved Information Channel" (MWIC) for the interaction of information systems between man 

and the Virus.   

 

With all these, more heavy breakthroughs were well on the way for the Team. It seems that the blessing had been gradually 

approaching, a door started to open, which lead t the path to far away somewhere in heaven.  
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c). Searching for the Smallest Unit of Covid-19 virus Energy.  

In-depth careful explorations and observations help the Team makes a conclusion that studying individual viruses for their 

behaviors seems to be "futile" without any results. Their signals from those were way too weak but were all white noise 

and difficult to parse.   

  

Further Research were pointed to adjust its directions. Since it was determined that the meaningful patterns or structure 

are not hidden in the path of "Molecules, Atoms, Electrons and Protons", the Team start looking into the path of the new 

which basically focuses on chemical bonds (disordered) => Molecular Bonds (small-scale ordering) => Microbial Life 

Battery Units (medium-scale ordering) => the most basic integration of Microbial Energy (large-scale ordering), and the 

method was adopted is called as Systematic Elimination Method, start over and over again, then gradually approach the 

goal to be achieved.  

  

Then, the further discovery including the fact that the Team started to realize that the occurrence of virus micro-life energy 

is not totally a random process but more likely a "Grouping” actions which are more or less some organized ones, which 

were manipulated, controllable and directed by some unknown command system behind them. Some of those mysterious 

patterns are highly suspiciously regarded as the smallest units of Virus energy origin. Some Advanced methods in 

statistics, "Simulation" was also applied to screen possible structure. And those target objects were given the term of 

"micro life Battery Unit" (or "Micro-battery" for short), which were inspired by the concept of "Battery Pack" for new 

energy vehicles.  

  

5.  A Major Breakthrough Observed in the Laboratory Research.  

The Virus activities observed in the laboratory were completely chaotic. The biological signals and electromagnetic waves 

on both sides are intertwined and mixed, making it impossible to figure out a clue. The whole world is like a lonely boat 

lost in the ocean in a dark night, ethereal and misty; the whole scene is like a cry for help sent to the end of the world, 

quickly swallowed up by boundless darkness, despair and near collapse.  

  

But finally, a miracle occurred. For a certain period while the Team’s DECC and CVES have maintained a steady, 

consistent and concurrent connection initiated by the side of DECC which falling under some predetermined conditions, 

such as frequency and clocking time and other hard coded conditions. Nothing seems abnormal at this point.   

  

To a total surprise by the Team, one day in their monitoring screen, they had noticed a very abnormal signal, which was 

very week in electric force stand of point and very dim in term of light point. But from the Team’s professional judgement, 

this signal is real, recognizable and materialized existence. It also means that the Team had been successfully intercepted 

and recorded some real Bio-Electrical message from the virus side under observations.  

  

And the last one was an event of a temporary suspension in the normal Virus energy flow,  

during which observation period, however, steady rhythm of bio-electric stream flow was constantly maintained. It was 

just like a human “hiccup” occurred in the darkness Virus world.   

  

This signal was only last for less than 1 second. And it was interpreted by the Team as DECC sent EINW to CVES and 

the CVES received and interpreted as "excessive output" command which the Virus energy system issue a temporary 

suspend command. All these will definitely not a random/accidental noise but the systematic action caused by a certain 

stimulus.   

  

This event will also be “a Historical Second" by the Team, because this could be a first signal Human had been received 

from the Micro-Biological World!    

  

6. The Final Results and The Interpretations  

The significance of this historic “second" to the entire research has been demonstrated as follows:   

1) The Covid-19 virus has its own micro-life energy, and this was for sure an objective materialized existence, rather than 

some artificial or spiritual existence with which could never to be validated or be proved by modern anatomy one way or 

the other.   

2). The existence of microbial energy has its lowest underlying energy unit. This smallest unit cannot directly detect 

feelings from its individual, but must find its combined unit, and then find the various energy characteristics of this energy 

unit, and finally decipher the entire The energy code of microorganisms.  

3). One of the most shocking findings is that the Covid-19 Virus Energy system is actually equipped with its own “Open” 

& “Shut down” control system, in which all the follow-up commercial products are based on including the Thailand 

Governmental Approval were based upon.    

4). The entire energy theory for the Covid-19 virus could well be the promising candidate for the effective global control 

to the wild Virus epidemics now all us are experiencing.   

All of the above, in the past three plus years when the Covid-19 virus was rampant, when the product (Covid-19-Plaster) 

has been designed and applied (based upon the above theory) in a limited scale in a number of countries (including a 

number of preliminary clinical trials or tests), or simply a Medical Physics ideology, having demonstrated the strong 
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tendency of parting from traditional immunization based or medicine based anti-virus solutions, a far better advantages 

this solution can bring with it.   

  

Attached:  

Three real patient’s testimony video shots are attached here from applying the Physical Therapeutic Plasters for Covid 19 

(PTP-C19) in Thailand in early 2022, which were produced essentially based on the theory explained in this paper.  

  

1). A four-years old girl and her family was saved from the Virus infection of Omnicron Virus;  

2). A five-month-old boy was saved from the same Virus in 2 hours  

3). Two girls’ family were saved from the Covid-Virus  
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